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A HEr,Lv-TvPE THEOREM FoR ARcwrsE coNNBcrED
SETS IN THE PLANE

_ Denote .by Ro'the real ru-dimen;ional Euclidean space and by d,(x,y)
the metric in this space. we sha1l use in the sequei the folloii".à i,í¿,
distance functions :

8(M' ; M") : min {d,(þ', þ") : 1r' e M', þ" = M"}
and

p(M', M") .: max {d,(þ', þ") : þ' = M', þ" = M',},
where M' and M" are compact subsets in R,.

R"- is called, nonseþarable @ hyþer_
ck that H a M : Ø ønd, M-contãins
ermined, by H.
e by hyperplanes have been called
convexly connected (see also 15l

of sets in R" ui,ll be call,ed. ind.e-

'i':'(,j,,! .Trt,
e aectors xz - %t,

wni"il åY"iäå iÏurt"";inu#"ïrn 
have proved in [4] the following theorem,
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The set of the values R which satisfy the inequality (11) and respectively
(12) is formed by the intervals [3, Rr] U [Rr, * .o), but as

it follows that

n >2
h

2nÍ31 4n
lt

h -8øf9
Rz:

4
-2nI3I3 n*3 n

4 z'z
As the radius of a connected graph cannot be greater thanL, the set
of those R interesting.us_is the interval [3, R1] and hence R j Rr. Tno.
we have established the inequality (B). fd is easy to verify Rr-à 3.

Indeed, as k 2 4, we have

ft

h
< L anð. hence

4 [î]= ï
Then

{
n"fîl-'"+e< V*L

n

4 -Bn-|esV n2-Bn+9<

<J :n-4,
wherefrom
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Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e. there exist three distinct points
Çy Iz, and q" such that we have

(7) P@í, K') : p@¡, K") : r Lor i : 1,2,3.

Denote by C t: C(qr, r) : {x: x e R2, d(*, qt) : r) the circle of centre
qranð. radius r and.by Dt the corresponding disc with boundary C,. From
ttre definition of the distance function p and" from the hypothesis that K'
and K" are compact sets, follows

(8) K'Àcn *Ø and I{" acn +Ø, i:1,2,3.
and

K'UK"CDi i:1,2,3.
F'rom the last inclusion we get immediately

(10) K'UK"CD,OD,ÀDr.

Since the sets 1{' and K" are disjoint, tine intersection D, A D, O D,
nìust contain at least one straight line segment and the boundary of
Dr(\ D, ¡l D, has to contain an arc of each circle C¿, i:7,2,3. Tlnle
only possible relative position of the three circles is that indicated in
the Figure 1.

It is easy to see inscribe in the intersection
D, I Drf^1 D, two connected- sets K, andKr,
wtich have to satis 9). This contradiction com-

'Pletes the proof of
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an:d

(12) p(qz, KL) : p(Ç2, Rr) :.r.

. _ For.a.given i,3 < i < 5, the corresponding point Qø has to coincide
either with qr, or that at leãs1 two of the points çrrrr,
Lna _and qrru -hav one and the same point of q, ïid
4r. Without loss an suppose that qrrr': Orrn:^'qr. I:f.
4rru coincides als. five iêts Kr, Kr, -.-.., f<iiËsult3-the
existence of a point, namely ç'r, such that

(13) ?(qr,R¡):r i:1,2,...,5.

Consider now the case ø125 - qr. Because of the Iremma I there exist
at most two points q', and gj such that

(14) p(qí, Kr) : p(q'r, Ku) :
and

(15) p(qL, K,) : p(qi, K) : ,.

It results as above that for one of this points, let him b. ql., there are
two indices i and j,2 <i< j < 4 such that we have

fl6) p(qi., K.,.) : p(qi., Kn) = p@i, R¡) : p(Çi, K).

rt results that for the independent compact arcwise connected. sets Kr,
K, and K¡ we have

(17) p(qr, Kr) : p(Qt, K,) = p(gr, I{¡) : r
and

p(q|., K,) : p(qí, K') : p(qi, K¡) : r.

ty part of Theorem 1 (with ,Þ : 0) the points q, and q! have
therefore we have

p(q', Ki) : r 'i : 1,2, .. .,5.

completes the proof of the theorem.

Remarh. tr'rom the Figure 3 it c¿ n be seen that the requirement,{ : S of the Theorein 3 is essentially. If we consider kr:1pl

.J:i , "
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tq, cpincide.
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Figure 2

Rerna.rh,. s K, are arcwise connected cannotbe replaced onty tn.t ã""n ."t r, snouia b"gonseparable be-seen from Figure"2 in -niãUKt:KtU
I,emma 2. Let 3t: {Fr:l =4} be øn ind,eþend.ent fømily of

comþøct ørcuise connected, sets-in R. Tkien

&f"oo' = {conv Kn:i e A}

is an ind,eþend.ent fømi,l,y of comþact sets.

Proof. As any arcwise co
in R', this lemma follows i
asserts us the following:
of cornþact sets in R, ukich: {conv F¡: i e A} is øn

lro.of. ,of lheory* 3; By I,emma I and by the unicity part of Theo-
19* -l (y_ith n:,0) it is sufficient to prove ihut ror any fout members
!{a Kt, K, and K-' of'the family 3c thëre exists a poini p such that we
have

p(þ, K¿) : p(þ, Kj) : p(þ, K,) : p(þ, R^).

consider therefore 
. 
fiyg arbitr_ary members of the ramily ff, which we

Lh"ll d"t9t". b{ Kt, Kr: . . ., Kul Corresponding to tfre 
--sets 

k, and k,
t-here exlsts by r'emma L at most two points q, Ánð, q, with the propertiei

(11) ?(qL, KL) : p(Ç,, K,) :,
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I,'ANAI,YSE NUMERIQUE ET LA THEORIE DE I,'APPROXIMATION

REDUCTION OF, A DEGENBRATED GBOMETRIC
PROGRAM TO THE CANONICAI_, FORM

by

' liil:"'i"(Cluj-Nàpoca) l

1. trntroduction

It is known [1] that every d.egeherated. geometric program, which is
not totally degenerated, can be red.uced to an equivalent canonical geo-
metric program, called reduced form of the corresponding geometric
program. The purpose of this paper is to describe a constructive method.
which permits such a qeduction. First some criteria for canonical geometric
programs in terms of dual constraints are given. Then a simplexJike tech-
nique for the construction of the irreductible integer set [, pag. 169]
is described. To illustrate the algorithm a sma1l numèrical example is also
considered.

inf {þo@)lþr@) < 1, Þ:1,2,...,1'; x>0}

a posinomial, i.e. c; € Iì+, Ø¡j e R, and Io are integer sets such that
þ

Io^ìIn: Ø, h + h, u Ik : {I,2, ..., m\.

' Tome 6, N" I, 1977, pp. 43-50

2. l)egeneracy criteria

k
þo@) : u,(x) :

l'.vii 

' 
, l,et

(P)

tfr
xn

Figute 3

'i:7,2,3,4, the family Ðt: {Kr, Kz, I{3, Kn} is an ind.ependent family
of compact arcwise connected sets, such that for every three members
of å( there is a point which satisfies the condition (4) of Theorem 3. But
there is no point which verifies p(q, K,) : r f.or i: l, ...,4.
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